Editorial

Academia is conventionally partitioned in an almost Straussian binary classification into “‘science’, arguably the last metanarrative with any significant cachet in the post-postmodern condition (which Lyotard himself defined ‘as incredulity toward metanarratives […] a product of progress in the sciences’), and, on the other hand, the humanities.”

Very simply put, the Sciences investigate the natural sciences while the Humanities study human culture. Science fiction (SF) falls under the Humanities and constitutes a sub-genre of narrative fiction that speculates on changes that may be brought about by science and technology. However, SF straddles the gap in its attempts to gain credence by alluding to science for legitimacy and plausibility.

Star Trek (ST) is a popular SF narrative that commenced in 1966, and comprises well over 700 hours of viewing time. Malta will organise and host the first academic meeting worldwide dealing with ST, this summer (www.startreksymposium.com). The meeting is being organised through HUMS, the Humanities, Medicine and Sciences Programme at the University of Malta. HUMS proposes to explore and encourage interfaces between the Humanities and medical science, and aims to facilitate and disseminate cross-disciplinary research.

Since disease remains uneliminated in the fictional ST future, doctors are often involved, not only as co-participants, but also on occasion as principal protagonists. Medicine, an applied science, is greatly aided in diagnostic and treatment modalities by ever improving technology. Indeed, advances in technology are often anticipated in SF and applied to narratives. A few examples in ST include whole body scanning (CT/MRI) and computer assisted diagnoses. These doctors’ accoutrements and gadgets are naturally correspondingly high tech, as befits the ST storyline that ventures into the 24th century.

The topics in this conference are varied and a preponderance of medical input is notable in the abstracts submitted to date (http://www.startreksymposium.com/index_htm_files/abstracts.pdf). These include an exploration of the ethics of reproduction, the Hippocratic oath as a possible origin of the Prime Directive of non-interference in less developed cultures, cell culturing techniques and bioinformatics approaches, cardiopulmonary resuscitation, nursing, and the “tricorder” as a diagnostic tool.

The Star Trek Symposium should prove an interesting meeting not only for individuals with an interest in ST, but also for those with a general interest in the Humanities.
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